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*Only free drug is measured. For others, total drug (initial free fraction + sulfate/glucuronide metabolites as free drug post-hydrolysis) is measured.
Blank means the lab does not perform testing for this analyte.

Interpreting Results

All of the laboratories use quantitative reporting; only the reference
laboratories offer qualitative reporting, normalization to urine creatinine,
and interpretations of compliance or
non-compliance with listed medications. “Literature support, in-house
expertise, test utilization initiatives,
and laboratory complexity were
driving forces behind our qualitative
offerings,” noted Frederick Strathmann,
PhD, of ARUP Laboratories. “Though
reported qualitatively, our assays use
single point calibration with a mixture
of analog and isotopically labeled
internal standards for normalization
that provide acceptable quantitative
data that are used internally to provide
final interpretations.” For compliance
reporting, ARUP Laboratories uses a
combination of data sources, including manual curation of medication
information, software for visualization,
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and a protocol in which a board-certified toxicologist reviews each result
manually.
Marion Snyder, PhD, noted that
LabSource uses quantitative reporting
when providers want to closely monitor patient trends over time or assess
patient concentrations compared to
averages, such as opioids. Qualitative
reporting is used for “drugs and metabolites for which providers want to
know whether the drug is present or
absent, but the relative concentration
does not impact the clinical decision,”
Snyder commented. “These tests are
run in the same way as the quantitative tests but with fewer calibrators.”
For compliance reporting, LabSource
uses automated algorithms.
Similarly, Catherine HammettStabler, PhD, of the University
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill,
responded that quantitative results
are helpful in assessing some of the

drugs during consultations, such as
buprenorphine, morphine/hydromorphone, and others.

Selecting Cutoff Concentrations

Cutoffs for the same compound vary
between laboratories, and as expected,
cutoff values for compliance monitoring are lower than forensic cutoffs
(Table 2). All panelists saw value in
even lower cutoffs for most analytes if
it were to become analytically feasible.
However, they emphasized the importance of being more alert to carryover—that is the potential for a small
percentage of a very high concentration sample to cross-contaminate a
neighboring negative sample during
the LC-MS/MS testing process, thus
a true negative could become a false
positive. The risk for such an error
increases when cutoffs are at low and
sub ng/mL concentrations.
Strathmann pointed out that low
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